Cell membrane labeling with fluorescent dyes for the demonstration of cytokine-induced fusion between monocytes and tumor cells.
Fusion between monocytes and tumor cells has been suggested as a cause for tumor metastasis. The aim of the present study was to establish an in vitro fusion model representing the in vivo situation as close as possible. For this purpose fusion between cells was induced by cytokine containing conditioned medium. In order to prove that hybrid formation between tumor cells and monocytes occurs, a two-color-fusion-assay based on membrane labeling with the fluorochromes PKH 2 (green) and PKH 26 (red) was established. These fusion experiments were analyzed by microscopy and, in addition, by flow cytometry. The attempt to induce fusion between monocytes and several tumor cell lines of hematopoietic origin revealed quite diverse results. The most extensive hybrid formations were seen with TALL, a T-lymphocytic tumor line. The monocytic tumor line HL60 and the B-lymphocytic tumor line BL41 also clearly yielded hybrids with monocytes but in smaller numbers. With some other hematopoietic tumor lines no evidence for hybrid formation was detected. These studies indicate that fusion of normal monocytes with certain tumor cells may be induced under conditions that may occur in comparable manner in vivo.